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SLIDE 1 - TITLE SLIDE

SLIDE 2 - PICTURE OF THE FUEL MANUFACTURING FACILITY

In September, 1986, radioactive material was first introduced into the fuel manufacturing facility (FMF) located at the Savannah River Site (SRS) in Aiken, South Carolina. This facility was designed to convert uranium hexafluoride into a useful fuel product for the naval nuclear reactor program. This was also the first major new facility and production process to begin operations since the initial construction of the SRS in the 1950's.

There were several major hurdles to overcome during startup. The process itself was unique to the site and was the first one on the site to be run using a computerized distributive control system. Also, a large number of the engineers as well as operating personnel were inexperienced, especially with respect to the safe handling of radioactive materials. Finally, this facility was the first at the site to operate with personnel on a twelve hour rotating shift which initially created administrative problems.

SLIDE 3 - STAFFING, TRAINING, AND PROCEDURES

Initial staffing of the health protection group included seven professional/supervisory personnel and twenty two technicians. All of these personnel were assigned directly to the facility either on shifts or straight days. This group supported a startup production contingent of approximately 600 personnel.

Prior to introduction of radioactive material, a major training effort was undertaken to prepare production personnel (engineers and operators) to be able to safely work with radioactive materials as well as safely handle hazardous chemicals.
OVER 50 HOURS OF TRAINING WAS PROVIDED IN SMALL CLASSES ON SUBJECTS THAT INCLUDED: UNDERSTANDING THE PRINCIPALS OF RADIOACTIVITY, CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL, HEALTH PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION, POSTING REQUIREMENTS, INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL DOSIMETRY, EMERGENCY PROCEDURES, AND CHEMICAL HANDLING TECHNIQUES. TRAINING WAS BEGUN SEVERAL MONTHS PRIOR TO STARTUP AND REQUIRED TRAINERS WORKING ON ALL SHIFTS TO COMPLETE THE TASK. ADDITIONALLY, THE HP ASSIGNED STAFF REVIEWED AND COMMENTED ON OVER 1,000 OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR THE FACILITY. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH FACTORS WERE EMPHASIZED IN THE REVIEW.

FACILITY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

SLIDE 4 - LOW VOLUME SAMPLING HEAD

DESIGN OF THE FMF INCLUDED EXTENSIVE MONITORING OF THE WORKER ENVIRONMENT. WITHIN THE FACILITY ARE APPROXIMATELY 300 LOW VOLUME (3 CFM) PARTICULATE AIR SAMPLERS THAT ARE THE SAMPLE OF RECORD FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE TO AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINANTS. BY HAVING SO MANY SAMPLERS, IT IS POSSIBLE TO CHARACTERIZE THE AIRBORNE ACTIVITY PATTERNS AT EACH WORK STATION AND ALSO TO PINPOINT PROBLEM AREAS WHEN THEY OCCUR. EACH UNIT IS EQUIPPED WITH A CALIBRATED ROTAMETER AND VACUUM IS MAINTAINED BY A CENTRAL PUMP WHICH IS EQUIPPED WITH A BACKUP. (POINT OUT THE IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM USING NUMBERS GLUED TO EACH HEAD.)

SLIDE 5 - TENNELEC AUTOMATIC COUNTER

AFTER SAMPLES ARE CHANGED OUT, THEY ARE ANALYZED ON A TENNELEC LB 5100 GAS PROPORTIONAL AUTOMATIC COUNTER. THE SAMPLES ARE COUNTED THREE TIMES OVER A 24 HOUR PERIOD AND THE DATA IS STORED ON FLOPPY DISK. AFTER THE FINAL COUNT, THE UNIT CALCULATES THE AIR ACTIVITY (COMPENSATING FOR RADON DAUGHTERS), PRINTS THE RESULTS ON HARD COPY FOR RECORDS RETENTION, AND FLAGS ANY SAMPLES THAT ARE ABOVE A PRESET CONCENTRATION LEVEL.
RECENTLY, A STUDY WAS DONE PLACING PERSONAL AIR SAMPLERS ON SELECTED OPERATING PERSONNEL AND COMPARING THE RESULTS WITH THE FIXED SAMPLERS. THERE WAS NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN THE CONCENTRATION VALUES MEASURED BY THE TWO METHODS.

SLIDE 6 - HIGH VOLUME AIR SAMPLE ENCLOSURE

A SECOND METHOD OF PARTICULATE AIR SAMPLING LOCATED THROUGHOUT THE FACILITY CONSISTS OF HIGH VOLUME CONSTANT AIR MONITORS. EACH UNIT UTILIZES AN ANNULAR KINETIC IMPACTOR WHICH OPERATES AT APPROXIMATELY 40 CFM. THE UNIT IS DESIGNED TO DEPOSIT URANIUM PARTICLES ON A ZINC SULFATE COATED PLANchet WHICH IS IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO A PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE.

SLIDE 7 - HIGH VOLUME PANEL BOARD

IMPULSES FROM THE PM TUBE ARE SENT BACK TO AN AMPLIFIER AND A RATE METER LOCATED ON THIS PANEL BOARD IN THE HP OFFICE. WHEN A PRESET ACTIVITY LEVEL IS EXCEEDED, LOCAL AUDIO AND VISUAL ALARMS ARE TRIGGERED AT THE JOB SITE WHICH ALERTS PERSONNEL TO EVACUATE. ALARMS ARE ALSO TRIGGERED IN THE HP OFFICE AS WELL AS THE FACILITY CENTRAL MONITOR ROOM. HP PERSONNEL THEN EVALUATE THE SITUATION AND TAKE APPROPRIATE ACTIONS. THIS SYSTEM IS DESIGNED TO SEE ONE DERIVED AIR CONCENTRATION (DAC) FOR URANIUM IN APPROXIMATELY ONE HOUR.

SLIDE 8 - AREA GAMMA MONITOR

IN ORDER TO WARN PERSONNEL OF POSSIBLE INCREASES (CHRONIC OR SUDDEN) IN AMBIENT RADIATION LEVELS, THE FACILITY WAS PROVIDED WITH A NUMBER OF AREA GAMMA MONITORS. THE UNIT SHOWN IN THIS PHOTO IS A NUCLEAR MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION GA-6. THESE UNITS ARE IN ADDITION TO, AND INDEPENDENT OF, THE FACILITY NUCLEAR INCIDENT MONITORS. TO DATE, RADIATION LEVELS THROUGHOUT THE FACILITY HAVE REMAINED LOW.
FOR CONTAMINATION CONTROL PURPOSES, APPROXIMATELY 250 COUNT RATE METERS (FRISKERS) ARE LOCATED AT ALL WORK LOCATIONS AND AT STRATEGIC CONTROL POINTS THROUGHOUT THE FACILITY. VARIOUS LEVELS OF MONITORING ARE REQUIRED AT EACH STATION DEPENDING ON LOCATION AND WORK BEING PERFORMED.

SLIDE 9 - STACK PROBE

THE PRIMARY EFFLUENT FROM THE FACILITY CONSISTS OF AIR EXHAUSTED FROM THE ACTUAL PROCESS COMPONENTS COMBINED WITH AIR EXHAUSTED FROM THE REST OF THE FACILITY. THE EFFLUENT IS EXHAUSTED THROUGH A 150 FOOT STACK. PARTICULATE SAMPLING IS ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH THE USE OF AN ISOKINETIC SAMPLING PROBE SYSTEM LOCATED NEAR THE TOP OF THE STACK. THIS PROBE MEETS ALL ANSI REQUIREMENTS AND DOE ORDERS FOR STACK EFFLUENT MONITORING.

SLIDE 10 - STACK SAMPLE COLLECTION ENCLOSURE

LOCATED SEVERAL FEET AWAY FROM THE ISOKINETIC SAMPLER IN A MONITORING ROOM BUILT AT THE 100 FEET LEVEL OF THE STACK, ARE THE COLLECTION POINTS FOR THE STACK AIR SAMPLES. THE COLLECTION STREAM IS SPLIT AND TWO SAMPLES ARE COLLECTED ON FILTER PAPER MEDIA. ONE COLLECTION POINT IS EQUIPPED WITH AN ALPHA, BETA-GAMMA SENSITIVE DETECTOR. SIGNALS FROM THE DETECTOR ARE RELAYED TO THE HP OFFICE IN ALMOST THE IDENTICAL METHOD DESCRIBED FOR THE CONSTANT AIR MONITORS. STACK ALARMS, HOWEVER, ARE ALSO RELAYED FROM THE FMF TO THE AREA EMERGENCY COORDINATOR LOCATED IN ANOTHER FACILITY AND FINALLY TO THE SITE EMERGENCY OPERATING CENTER.

THE OTHER COLLECTION ENCLOSURE CONTAINS A FILTER COLLECTION MEDIA AS WELL, BUT NO DETECTOR. IT IS THE SAMPLE OF RECORD AND IS CHANGED AND ANALYZED ONCE PER WEEK.

SLIDE 11- PERSONNEL BIOASSAY REQUIREMENTS

IN ORDER TO EVALUATE POTENTIAL EXPOSURE TO INTERNAL RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION, PERSONNEL ROUTINELY SUBMIT BIOASSAY SAMPLES FOR ANALYSIS. SAMPLING FREQUENCY IS DETERMINED BY THE SOLUBILITY CLASS OF THE MATERIAL IN THE PROCESS, AS WELL AS THE
Type of work being performed. Sampling frequencies range from monthly to annually, as well as immediately post any radiological incident. Personnel also receive an annual lung count for radionuclide deposition. (Explain confirmed assimilation.)

Slide 12 - Summary

To date, external doses to personnel have averaged 10 to 20 mrem per month. There have been no confirmed assimilations of uranium by personnel. Environmental releases from the facility have been essentially zero.
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STAFFING, TRAINING, AND PROCEDURES

STAFFING
- SEVEN PROFESSIONAL/SUPERVISORY
- TWENTY TWO TECHNICIANS

TRAINING
- SIX HUNDRED PRODUCTION PERSONNEL
- FIFTY HOURS TRAINING

PROCEDURES
- REVIEWED APPROXIMATELY ONE THOUSAND OPERATING PROCEDURES
BIOASSAY PROGRAM

- FREQUENCY OF SAMPLE COLLECTION IS CLASS AND JOB TASK DEPENDENT
- ANNUAL LUNG COUNT
- INCIDENTS REQUIRE SPECIAL SAMPLES
SUMMARY

- HEALTH PHYSICS PROGRAM SOUND
- LOW EXTERNAL PERSONNEL DOSES
- MINOR CONTAMINATION CASES
- NO PERSONNEL ASSIMILATIONS
- NO ENVIRONMENTAL RELEASES
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